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any other way,
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INTER-COCLLEGIATE DEBATE.
CHRISTMAS AT T. U.
day evening. Everyone enjoyed the
Snow! Growing colder! Everyone ride through the snow and the re
Saturday, December 13, was the
around us talking of home! What freshments which were served at her
time set for the first inter-collegiate
wonder that we who were to remain home.
on the campus had a longing for home
But vacation was not wholly given debate of the season, at Taylor Uni
and fireside!
But we soon found that over to parties and recreation. Ev versity. Our girls (for this was to be
we had no time for such thoughts. ery night after dinner we all gathered strictly a girls' debate) had spent
Our longings were realized by a cozy in the living room for a season of much time preparing the question,
living room with a fireplace,
Christ prayer which proved real refreshing "Resolved, That Congress should have
mas tree and plenty of holiday cheer. to our souls and helped us to appre power to nullify an act of the Su
No one would have recognized our ciate more than ever the real mean preme Court declaring a Federal law
T. U. dining hall converted into this ing of Christmas and God's Gift to unconstitutional," and the school was
spacious drawing room with "dinah the world. The blessings which we looking forward to a good argument
in de reah."
received at these times will not soon on their part. The excitement was
Every moment was filled with the be forgotten and His presence in our all the more keen since the visiting
usual holiday activities and we owe hearts enabled us to spend such a team was to come from Manchester!
many of our good times to the happy and contented Christmas away College, and Taylor had met a strong
thoughtfulness and effort of
Miss from home and loved ones.
team from there last year.
Howard and Miss Moore, who delight
—X, Y and Z.
At length the portentious day ar
fully entertained us on two of these
rived, and Taylor's students gathered
CHRONICLES.
evenings. By the Friday evening be
in the chapel to witness the great
Dec. 1—Cold weather and "Santa event. Misses Book, Sausaman and
fore Christmas all responsibility and
cares had fled and these dignified (?) Clausf
Forney, from Manchester, advanced
Dec. 2—Prayer Band.
university students again appreciated
some splendid arguments in favor of
Dec. 3—Eureka-Eulog debate.
the joys of childhood in a "kid" party.
the affirmative side of the question,
Dec. 4——Prayer meeting.
Hov# natural everyone acted with
while Taylor's representatives, Misses
Dec. 5—Philo program.
pigtails, curls, knee pants, dolls and
Hawkins, Radaker and Krause up
Dec. 6—Eureka-Eulog B. B. game.
balloons! Oh! to be a child again
held the negative with the points: (1)
Dec. 7__"The Holy City," by Choral
just for one night! Will we ever for
The power of the Supreme Court
get how carefree we felt tripping un Clubs.
must not be restricted; (2) The plan
Dec. 8—Volunteer Band meets.
der .the "London Bridge" and skip
of restriction is in opposition to the
Dec. 9—Band concert.
ping along to the tune of "Itiskit,
spirit of our government, and (3)
Dec. 10—The day after the night Restriction of the power of the Su
Itaskit,"—to say
nothing of
the
u
thrills of wink? But the night long before.
preme Court would be disastrous. In
Dec. 11—Lyceum number.
to be remembered was the evening
constructive argument, one side did
12—Rah!
Rah!
Eurekas!!
Dec.
when the gentlemen so graciously en
not have much advantage over the
Dec. 13—Taylor-Manchester debate:
tertained the ladies—and those re
other, and we were fearful of the
cheers
for
T.
U.
Three
freshments!? We must not neglect
outcome, but Taylor took up the re
Dec. 14—Rest for the weary.
to mention our noted basket ball
buttal so clearly and forcefully that
Dec.
15—Exams!
stars—the "Hot Dogs," "Hamburg
our fears were put to rest.
Dec. 16—Exams?
ers" and our little "Borneos" and
When the last rebuttal speech had
Dec. 17—Homeward bound.
"Fijis," who so skillfully wiped up the
been
given we eagerly awaited the
Dec. 17-30—Christmas vacation.
floor.
Yes—and what
wonderful
criticism and decision of the critic
Dec.
31—Registration.
weather for skating and coasting!
and judge, Prof. Bregans, of Wabash
Jan. 1—"Happy New Year, TeachSurely no Christmas vacation could
College. Mr. Brigans pointed out two
er."
have been more ideal!
issues of the question. (1) Granted
At last our anticipations were real
that the Supreme Court is not doing
ized and on Christmas morning we
Nerve Indeed.
all that can be expected, can Congress
found that Santa had visited and left
"The noive ob dat guy," he com do better, and (2) Cannot the con
a gift for each upon the tree. At the plained "offerin' me six dollars a
stitution be amended leaving the Su
sounding of the dinner bell our T. U. week! Wot does 'e tink I am—a col
preme Court with the power it nov|
family of fourteen, with "Father" and lege graduate?"—From the Navy
has? These issues he thought wer(^
"Mother" at the head and foot, gath Log.
not sufficiently considered by the afered around a table ladened with tur
key, mince pie, and all that goes to
make a real Christmas dinner.
Christmas dinner at home could not
have been more enjoyable and we all
wish to thank those who enabled us
to enjoy these home pleasures. But
"Everything To Build Anything"
the problem which confronted us all
was. how to pass from the dining
room to the living room and escape
the mistletoe! A fitting conclusion to
P h o n e 211
Upland, Ind.
these good times was the bob sled
ride which Miss. Stevens gave on Mon
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firmative.
The decision was based on
nine points, and of these the negative
was given the decision in five cases,
and Taylor registered another vic
tory. All honor to those who try,
even though they lose.
In addition to this victory, Taylor
gained another the same evening,
when our affirmative team debated
the same question at North Manches
ter. Let us remember that this is
but the beginning of the debating
season for Taylor, and we have some
strong opponents to meet. Let us
rally to the support of our debaters.
LOCAL NEWS.
The Rev. Wesley Chauncey, of New
York, spent a day with friends at
Taylor the week before Christmas
vacation. Mr. Chauncey is a former
Taylor student.
Mr. Kenney Miller, secretary of the
Y. M. C. A. at Muncie, Mr. Harold
Hobbs, Sr., Mr. Harold Hobbs, Jr.,
and Mrs. J. I. Bender spent Sunday,
December 14th at Taylor by invita
tion of Prof. H. T. Blodgett. Mr.
Miller sang for us in the chapel ser
vice. He was accompanied by Mr.
Hobbs, Jr.
Mr. H. H. Halley, a reader of scrip
ture, made a short visit to Taylor and
read portions of scripture to the stu
dent body in chapel. Mr. Halley has
been laboring in Hartford City.
We have been delighted to see so
'many former students and alumni of
T. U. back on the campus for a few
days since the holidays. Among those
who "dropped in" to say "Hello" or
to pay us a short visit were Eugene
Pilgrim, Edmund Cortez, Blanche
Rehme, Mildred Ortlip, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Bush, Howard Young, Hilda
Erbland, and Meredith Manning.
Among the new students this term
are: Mrs. Glenn Baltzel, Walter Bieri,
William Hawkes, Mr. and Mrs. Mar
quis, Grace McVicker, Hattie Seaver,
Harriet Shoemaker and
Florence
Vasey.
Mrs. Christianson
(upon return
from Wisconsin) "I had such a lovely
time with Grace. We were so de
lighted to see each other that we
both talked so fast that the other
couldn't get in a word."

SHOULD THE ORTHODOX
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OR
GANIZE FOR THE DEFENSE
OF THE BIBLE?
By Prof. Newton Wray.
(Delivered before the Conference
of Orthodox Colleges, at the Moody
Bible Institute, Nov. 12, 1924, and
stenographically reported.)
Owing to the pressure of college
duties, I have not prepared a stereo
typed or formal address, but I want
to speak to you freely out of my
heart tonight regarding one or two
questions, the first of which may be
stated thus: Is there need for a closer
affiliation among the orthodox schools
and colleges. I might almost say the
smaller schools and colleges, because
orthodoxy in these days does not have
any seat in the high places. I be
lieve it is the smaller schools and
colleges that are standing for the de
fense and confirmation of the truth
and they must make their emphasis
as clear and pregnant and weighty
as possible. Whether a closer af
filiation of these smaller schools and
colleges which believe in the great
fundamentals of Christianity will have
that effect or not is for us to dis
cuss. That is part, as I understand
it; of the business of this gathering.
Should there be a closer affiliation
of these schools and colleges? Should
the conservative schools and colleges
unite against the critical assaults of
this age upon the integrity of Scrip
ture and authoritative character of
Christ's teachings?
And how can this fraternity of sen
timent and co-operation be effected ?
What are some of the difficulties that
need to be dissolved or waived, and
what are the main things to be in
sisted upon short of the denial of our
faith in the fundamental truths of
Christianity?
J hold that there is need of a clos
er affiliation and co-operation among
such schools to make a greater im
pact upon the thinking public and to
make themselves heard and felt as a
force in the educational world. To
realize the importance of this, we
have only to consider what is going
on in some of the higher institutions
of learning, denominational as well as
state schools—I make no exception;
and I think the denominational col
leges and seminaries in their attempt
to appear progressive and scholarly
are actually in advance of those thaido not profess any orthodoxy what
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ever, do not profess to believe in the
truth of Scripture as we understand
it. They are, therefore, the greater
enemies of truth, since their influence
is more widely felt among the church
members and the homes out of which
come the young people seeking an
education.
I have had experience enough my
self to show that sending young
men and women to some church and
state institutions is a perilous thing,
since they go unprepared to resist the
influences that neutralize their faith
and tear down the teaching of the
homes they have left. Young men
and women have told me that they
were compelled to leave certain in
stitutions to save their faith. They
would not have had a rag of it left if
they had continued there, and they
have come to the institution with
which I am connected to have their
faith righted and to become grounded
in an intelligent view of scripture. It
is one thing to be orthodox and an
other to be intelligently orthodox.
We are living in days when we can
not put things over by mere asser
tion and by insisting that we are
evangelical and orthodox. The world
demands a reason, and we should be
able, as Peter declares, "to give an
answer to every man that asks a
reason for the hope that is in us."
I want to give you one or two illus
trations of how young people have
had their faith wrecked and then re
stored under different auspices. I
have here an illustration of that sort.
A young man came to my class and
told me that he was from one of the
leading denominational colleges of
the country, and in the Bible depart
ment of that school a certain text
book was used that so confused him
that he did not know where he stood.
His letter reads like this:
"Several years ago I felt the call
of God to the ministry, and in obed
ience to His will, I entered school to
prepare for Christian service. I fin
ished the high school course in my
home town, and then entered a cer
tain institution of my own denomina
tion. I went there with a simple faith
in Christ. But I was not in this
school long until I was instructed that
we must throw away many of our
old orthodox ideas concerning the
virgin birth, the inspiration of the
Bible, etc."
By the way, brethren, that is one
of the things that show the,infamy of
much of the modern teaching con-
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cerning the Bible. Men who will on
the outside claim to be all right will,
in the confidence of the class room,
upset the faith of the young people
who sit under their instruction. I call
that dishonest. As a man in England
said, it is a question of ethics, and it
seems to me the critical schools are
absolutely devoid of ethical concepts.
They think they have a right to do
anything and receive pay tor it, when
that pay was intended as a support of
teaching that meant the building up
of faith instead of teaiing it down. It
is a question of contract, and not of
liberty of opinion
Nobody denies
these men liberty of opinion but let
them get out in the open and not betray the friends that have put them
where they are They are under a
solemn contract to believe what their
church teaches, and if they cannot do
it and be consistent and honorable,
they ought to get out and go to some
enomlna lon-

counter in policy and teaching to the
tenets and doctrines of their own denomination, as I understand it. That,
by the way, is a Quaker college, and
the Quakers are orthodox in respect
to the great fundamentals of the
faith. We recognize that,
This young woman's husband was
not yct through college, and when she
joined him there after completing her
own course, her higher critical conceptions had confused her mind on
orthodoxy and the
the subject of
evangelical position regarding the
This is what she writesscrjpture
^ of a well_known
gm &
^ whkh
Friends,
Jn
abQut haJf ^
call.
;t
and ,
teach
thafc Jesus wag a victjm of the igm)r_
^ q{ Hig
and therefore we
cannQt accept aU tha(. He gayg
The
Bible

professor

lieye

there

^

sai(J
a

men bad
contend
jn ^ wor]d „

he

deyil

djd

nQt fae

wjth

which

but just the evil

I want scientific facts; I do not want
guesses. Bring .forth your facts that
one species has come out of another!
The honest teachers among them are
obliged to guess. There are no facts
to support that. God, as if with a
foresight of what was to take place
'n this age in which we are living,
has put the veto on any attempt of
men to cross the species, by steriliz^ag the offspring. By the corollaries
af that great biological law that "evcry seed should produce after its
kind," He has made it impossible to
show that anything has ever come out
of another species but that same
of
kind, by sterilizing the attempts
of man to cros breeds, and causing reversion to type. The history of the
world is proof of the fact that deterioration is going on, that nations once
high in civilization and splendid with
the progressive ideas of their age
have gone down, and the rubbish of

centuries lies over them all. The proThis young man has a stirring concess of deterioration gives the lie to
fession to make, yet it is the exper,, . ,
,
,.
evolution. Man is not being evolved
ience of many young people. On the . *°n
strange how little thinking tQ & gtate Qf perfection_
surface this school appeared to be ls done Ly men who make such a prem,
.
The theory. virtually denies
orthodox, but in the class room it was tense of learning? I should like to
that
as^ ^at man ^ there is no devil in
sus Christ is the perfect Man, and
quite the opposite.
„ r. the world where does all the devilism assumes that some greater may yet
UT}
Because of financial reasons
he ,n the ^ cQme ^
come. What right have they to say
y that the doctrine of
says, I was compelled to preach for the actual
J
evolution will
()f ma
a year. I preached many things that gnd fa]1
*
stop with Jesug chrJgtT
They cfln_
I did noti believe., but I preached them
withmakeg G(jd
not apply the doctrine to Him
out
because they were demanded of me.
the records of Matthew
sjn
It denies the heinousness of sin
Brethren, there are some preachers God is reSp0nsible for whatever has and Luke- There would be very little
like that. They need our pity. They come out of the brute> ag a man gu hope for us if Jesus had come out of
want to believe, but they are con- perintending a building is responsible tbe '°"ns of Joseph, but they are obfused and know that to remain where for what gQeg Qn jn thafc buj,di
liged to teach that, to be consistent
they are they must preach in accord- The tTouble with these men jg> they with their theory that Christ was not
ance with the faith of their church aCcept as a scholarly fact and a fore- an '"fallible Teacher of men, but was
(which, so far as it is the faith of the gone conclusion the theory of Darwin su^ject to the errors of His age, and
Bible is reasonable and imperative on primordial cell. But man, according to made mistakes, especially regarding
every honorable man), and so they the teaching of Genesis wasnotevolv tbe Scriptures which He said testify
have a battle between their position ed from anything tha't went before of Him.
and the integrity of their conscience.
u,,f
„ «. .. ,
,.
,T
,
S Pard0" f°r interrupting the
What to do is oftentimes a grave wonder thes! men wb
.
question. To continue:
the nar!! rt!
who have accepted narrative concerning this
young
theory are obliged to throw woman, but it shows what she with
I confess my woeful condition . . . overboard those chapters of Genesis others had to go through. This is |
Later, following the advice of some that deal with the history of man and what she said about that:
good friends, I found a school that his fall into sin. Thus they wipe out
believes in the whole Bible and the entire teaching of the New Testa"The Blble Professor said he did
teaches the fundamental truths of ment regarding the atonement for not hefieve there is a devil with which
Christianity ... I do not believe that sin. To be honest with you I have men have to contend, but just the evil
I have simply been swayed as by no time for such fellows. They are in this world. They teach that the
wind, for I have carefully analyzed wreckers of the faith of the uenera,
,
u
D
6Cy °
6V6 & 10n
the teachings of both schools, and tion in which they live.
have reason to believe that this col. filled."
And more like that. This
lege has the right teaching."
„ , IS '! '""^ assumption to say that y0ung woman experienced a wondertne scholarship of the world jg , , ,
.
That is one illustration. Here is agreed." They are very fond of such
change of attitude. Attending one
another from a dierent denomination expressions. "The assured results of of my BibIe classes the light of truth
from a graduate of a modernistic scholarship!" It does not count with dawned upon her and gave radiance
school that to be modernistic must go me, for back of assertion I want facts, to her later fife and testimony.
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Were there no other reason in the
world for insisting that our small
schools and colleges ought to have a
place in the mind and thought of the
country, such facts as these are suf
ficient to establish the proposition
with which I began, that there should
be some sort of an impact made upon
the educational world to prove that
we are not a set of numb-skulls, that
we know how to meet them on their
own battle field and contend with them
in the arena of true science, not
pseudo-science.
| Doubtless you have some of you,
had similar experiences. The young
man referred to showed me the text
book that he used in that denomina
tional university. I do not think any
body can say I am given to exagger
ation, though I do get rather warm.
If I say to you that that text book
appalled me, I would not be exagger
ating; it would appall any Christian
to know that such a text book is used
in' the Bible department of a church
school. It denies almost every funda
mental doctrine. Christ was not vir
gin born. And prayer? It is foolish
to say that God answers a man's
prayer for an object outside of himhelf! The value of prayer is as a re
action within himself! It gets his
mind attuned to something, I don't
know what; it denies that God an
swers prayer for definite objects. As
for praying for another individual a
thousand miles away, why that is
childish! But recall that assurance of
the prophet Jeremiah: "Am I a God
at hand and not a God afar off? Do
not I fill heaven and earth?" Can
He not hear prayer a thousand miles
off as well as where you are sitting?
Of course He can!
It is all well enough, so this theor
izing goes, to pray to work up a spir
itual feeling, but it is far-fetched to
say that God can aswer you when you
^are praying for something a thousand
|miles away. You cannot touch that
man. God answers prayer by getting
you in shape to talk to the man, and
then it becomes a personal influence.
As well deny that God has anything
to do with it, since you are able to
influence the man through a certain
course of action.
This author is one of the leading
writers. He has written more than
one text book, a man prominent in the
educational world, occupying a lead
ing place in Vassar College, as you
know. So instance after instance
might be given like these to show you

the situation that confronts us today
As Grover Cleveland said, it is a con
dition and not a theory with which we
have to do, and that condition must
be met by insisting upon the funda
mentals, and insisting upon them in
connection with processes of educa
tion that merit the respect of the edu
cational world.
We cannot afford to be dunces. Men
will want to know if we have a school
with a curriculum to command the
respect of educators. We cannot af
ford to have a low educational stand
ard in our schools and colleges.
How are we to come together so as
to emphasize the main points on
which we stand, and not insist upon
other points that are dear to some
people? Take that incident of this
morning mentioned by Dr. Clark, of
Wheaton. There is Prof. Machen, a
man whom I greatly admire for his
scholarship and teaching on the great
fundamentals of the Bible, whose
books I have read. In "The Origin of
Paul's Religion," he shows, contrary
to the critical trend of the day, that
Paul owed nothing to Greek philoso
phy and the mystery cults. That no
tion has come to be very popular now.
They say that Paul borrowed from the
philisophy of his day. They cannot
take his own statement on that. They
will not accept what he says as of
any value whatever, but it must
needs be overhauled by men who liv
ed 1900 years after that time. When
Paul says, "I received not my gospel
from men neither was I taught it but
by the revelation of Jesus Christ,"
they say that is just one man's asser
tion. If it can be shown that Paul
borrowed from the philosophy of his
day, then Paul cannot be taken at
full value.
Unless we can rely upon the author
ity of the Pauline theology we are at
sea, for Paul is the preeminent ex
pounder of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
The Lord Jesus Christ raised him up
for that very purpose, and His own
word is at stake. We have no more
right to reject the inspiration of Paul
than of Jesus Christ himself.
But I question Prof. Machen's right
to say, as he is reported to have said
of the teaching of premillenarianism,
that it is a fad or a fantastic theory.
I could show him a good deal that he
has not thought through along this
line, but that is not a vital matter.
Otherwise there would be a clash
between Prof. Machen and Dr. Riley
of Minneapolis and a great many oth
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ers who believe in the premillenial re
turn of Christ, instead of the postmillennial theory. If we are to be
closely affiliated, we must respect
each other's opinions about things
that are not vital to the battle be
tween fundamentalism and modern
ism.
We want to know if we have an au
thoritative Teacher. We want to
know whether we have an authorita
tive Bible or not.
That is the main thing, and men
should be allowed liberty of opinion
as to whether Christ comes before
the millennium or after. I do not see
how men can read the New Testa
ment and reject the doctrine of the
literal second coming of Christ. But
when a man says, "I believe there is
a second coming of Christ, but that
He comes at the close of the millen
nium," I will not fight him, as long as
he stands with me on the great truth
that Christ is coming again.
That modern theologian, Dr. New
ton Clark, holds that the doctrine and
even the explicit teachings of Jesus
himself, regarding His coming again
have been discredited by the course
of history. But men will some day
learn that the course of history has
not yet run out, and that Jesus
Christ will vindicate His word. His
tory has not disproved it, because it
is still running and He will vindicate
His own teaching. That is the vital
thing about our Lord's return, not
whether it is "prfe" or "post."
I understand from a brother's state
ment this morning that Dr. Riley
holds that the imminent coming of
Christ is one of the fundamentals.
But a man may be a believer in the
imminent coming of Christ and yet
put an interpretation on it which does
not do away with the belief in the
literal fact of His return. A day,
with the Lord, is as a thousand years.
With Him, it will be quickly, and He
will come in such an hour as men
think not. But He is coming. THAT
IS THE VITAL FACT. To deny
that He is coming is to deny the
whole statement—His own statement.
We must insist upon the vital things
regarding the Scriptures. The au
thoritative character of
Christ's
teaching is fundamental.
It is a good thing when consider
ing a view concerning revelation or
the teaching of the Bible, to take a
stand with Christ and look both ways.
IHe is God's final, authoritative Teach(Continued on page 10 2nd col.)
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Alice Freeman Palmer displayed this
soul expression. A superintendent of
education relates this incident: "Once
Mrs. Palmer asked me to stand be
side her at a reception. As the Wellesly graduates came forward to
greet her—about eighty of them—some she called by their first names,
of others she inquired about their
work, their families, their plans: The
looks of pleased surprise which flash
ed over their faces revealed to me her
rich and radiant soul."
The success or failure of our life
as a fine work of art depends on the
grandeur of soul within. Whatever
our vocation in life may be we can
be whole-souled men and women. The

THE ART OF LIVING.
within. Two men entered a certain
The term "Art" in its usual setting, town one morning with no money in
is associated with great paintings, their pockets. Some one gave them
sculpture and carvings—those things each a quarter. With it one of them
wrought by the clever mind and skill bought some breakfast, the other ob
ful hand. But the greatest painters tained a shine and a shave. By noon
of all time, the greatest sculptors, the the first, still unemployed, was beggreatest carvers in wood and stone. p-inp- another nnartpr hnt. t.Vip spprmH
the greatest geniuses in the World erect and trim, had obtained a posi- wh°le-souled friend is ever loyal, the
of Literature and Music, no one of tion. The proverb says "Appearances whole-souled speaker is: compelling,
whole-souled workman gives unthese displays a gift requiring finer are deceitful," but an employer judgteehnique than is requisite in that es by them. You do yourself. Who Sru(teingly, the whole-souled patriot
art that is placed at your disposal and has not read, in the stolid expression makes a nation; for a nation is made
mine—the art of beautiful living.
of our Chinese friends, the lack of S'rea^ n°t by 'ts fruitful acres, but
Only occasionally is a painter able push, aggressiveness and power? An by the type of men who cultivate
to produce a work of the highest ex- individual who strolls along with the them; not by its mines, but by the
cellence, but every man is capable of corners of his mouth drawn down at men wbo work them; not by its great
making his life a masterpiece. What once conveys the impression of a dys- t°r<?sts, but by the men who use them,
skill is revealed in the contrast of peptic pessimist. The best literature ^msr'ca s idol is not a king, a war
light and shadow brought out by the only reflects that which is uplifting; 'or(' °J a S'en'us but a Man who rebrush of some great painter! But it so Life can only be classed among the veais true greatness of soul. Then
us
whole-souled friends, wholeis also true genius that paints sun- fine arts comparable with the world's
sou
e(
shine in dark days and brings out best thought when a worthy character
' i workmen, whole-souled laugh ers> whole-souled patriots, for it
the high lights in sunny days. We all is revealed.
'
is
delight to view a face expressing joy
Again, what joy is it to capture better to possess this greatness of
make of
and gladness. Jenny Lind had the music from sound and send it throb- sou' ant'
our lives fine
art than to be rich, gifted,
faculty of always captivating her au- bing through the hearts of men! And W0T'ks
dience first by her smile before she y.et, is this fine art superior to that 01 famous.
uttered a note. As in Rembrandt's art of life which silences discords,
Evelyn Duryea.
famous painting, the Syndix, each hushes strife and brings a perfect
face stands forth strikingly from the harmony by the power of a magnetic THALONIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
rest of the painting, so joyful a hap- voice? Florence Nightingale, during
Three months! It does not seem
py face stands out conspicuously like her two years work in the Crimean that long since we saw again the carna ray of light on a dull, drab day! On War, was never known to raise her Pus of old Taylor, but calendars say
such a day, a half intoxicated man voice in a harsh, dictatorial or argu- that the time hasi sped on wings,
was making the atmosphere of a mentative tone.
Nevertheless, she Wings of gold for some people! For
crowded trolley car extremely dis- supervised the entire work of the these three months have been for
agreeable. A little six-year-old, his military hospitals, constantly replac- some, the happiest three months that
face shining, eyes sparkling, cheeks ing order where confusion and chaos have ever been added to the sum of
glowing like ripe, red apples, looked had reigned. The musician in order the years. Wings of light for some
up and called out cheerfully, "Hello." to produce true harmony must have people! For in these three months
His voice, so full of good fellowship the sounds arranged according to the some have found the peace that comes
and friendliness, arrested the atten- ]aw of rhythm likewise the life must on'y through the knowledge of doing
tion of the man, who gazing down up- be in accord with the laws of sys- right. Wings of grey and gloom for
on the little mite, while hie own face tern. A Japanese educator once said none! For there is not one who can
broke into a smile, replied, "Hello 0f American girls, "Oh, they are so truthfully say that these three months
yourself, you little man!" The car jerky, so flurried and so lacking in have sped by without some benefit,
rolled on but the load of humanity had poise." But what a delightful rhythm Echoing the sentiment of all, I know
been transformed by the genius of a may replace this when the harmony that these three months were not
little lad!
of chords and symphonies is displayed without profit to me. .
Literature is a
mirror of
the jn the life.
Christmas! The day has been here
thoughts and actions of man. Life is
ln every superior work of art, the an<' gone. Can we truly in the rush
likewise a mirror, for by the gesture, soul of the artist is revealed, so a °f gjft buying, really think of the
the facial expression, and the general fife
can only become a masterpiece first Christmas and the joy that that
appearance is reflected that which is when it reveals a noble soul. Mrs.
(Continued on page 10)
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Asst. Secretary—Elsa Buchanan.
Treasurer—Dorothy Mattice.
Censor—Helen Nickel.
Asst. Censor—Ruth Draper.
Critic—Merrette Hessenauer.
Chaplain—Margaret Coghlan.
Sergeant-at-Arms—Ruth Kelley.
Reporter—Iva Hawkins.

THE EUREKA DEBATING CLUB.
The words "New Year" suggest a
hopeful future. Hoping for success
in this term, loyal Eurekans met on
Saturday evening, January 3, 1925,
for their regular business meeting.
Mr. Lyon, the president, took charge
of tne meeting. After devotion was
conducted by Mr. Henning, the regu
lar club business proceeded.
We were very glad, indeed, to have
Misses Elma Buchanan, Grace Copley,
and Mr. A. C. Thompson, an old
Eurekan, visit us. Each visitor gave
beneficial remarks. Thanks! Come
again!
The best speaker is the best hear
er. All come out! Hear our argu
ments.
—Reporter, 0. Takechi.

MNANKA DEBATING CLUB.
At their regular meeting on Satur
day, December 5, the Mnankas elect
ed the following officers for the win
ter term:
President—Ethel Buffington.
Vice President—Eva Oliver.
Secretary—Pharaba Polhemus.
Asst. Secretary—Ruby Erbland.
Treasurer—Ruth Flood.
Censor—-Irma Dare.
Asst. Censor—Mabel Landon.
Chaplain—Mrs. Duryea.
Reporter—Evelyn Duryea.
Critic—Harriet Leisure.
Sergeant-at-Arms—Dorothy Jerritt.
Miss Dorothy Dickson was voted in
to be a member of the club.
No meeting was held the following
Saturday night, Decemcer 12th.

THE VOLUNTEER BAND.
The Volunteer Band met as usual
on January fifth.
Mr. Steiner spoke,
on the subject, "The Prerequisites of
a Missionary." He mentioned several
things that a missionary, 'to be suc
cessful, ought to leave at home. Some
of the most important mentioned were
set ideas; an attitude "I am better
than you"; falt-finding; and finally,
homesickness.
We regretted that the bell rang
before Mr. Steiner had time to speak
about the things that we should ; take
along to the mission field.
However;
Mr. Steiner has consented to tell
about those at another time.
Let every Volunteer make a great
effort to be present at every meeting.
Each meeting is essential for mis
sionary training.
—W. D., Reporter. •

EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB.
SOANGETAHA.
PRAYER BAND.
The Eulogonians have started a Girls of our club, press on!
As
the
new
year is ushered in with
series of lectures: that bear directly And thus uphold the honor of our club.
its open doors of opportunities and
upon debating, and the first
of this We love the "Taha" girls, we honor it,
disappointments, resolutions of all;
series was given on Dec. 6, 1924, by Give it of our own strength, make
sorts will be made in order to live a
no proportion
Prof. Durfee. His subject was '"Get
more successful life. We as a Pray
ting Material for Debate." After this Of its loved weight to an unaided
er Band need only to make one and
strength
very instructive talk Prof. Durfee led
that, to live a closer life with Christa general discussion which proved to For as our officers take place, we say,
Since we firmly believe our motto that
be a great help to everyone present. "We shall be near, and while you look
"Prayer changes things," let us pray
All of those interested in debating
to us,
more in order to gain that closer
should make it a point to hear these This burden shall be ours, not yours,
walk with Christ. It was Alfred
lectures. The Eulogs extend to you a So shall we keep the annals of our
Lord Tennyson who said that "more
hearty welcome.
club
things are wrought by prayer than
Lay the
On December 13 the Eulogonians Clear, clean, unspooted.
this world dreams of" and since this
weight all down
met and the order of the evening was
is only a restatement of our motto in
the election of officers. The follow Impose it now on many who shall yet
different terms, we should seek to
uphold
ing were elected as officers for the
pray.
winter term:
The burdens of a nation." Yet press
Prayer Band meets1 every Tuesday
onward
President—E. G. Leisman.
evening at six-thirty and holds a oneTo the goal before us—
Vice President—Ralph Hunt.
hour prayer meeting. To the new
A goal of triumph sweeter
Secretary—L. W. Manning.
students we extend a hearty welcome
Assistant
Secretary—Manuel E. For that club spirit which gives now
to join us and also to any others whc
Alojado.
new strength
do not already regularly attend. Let
For greater things.
Soangetaha!
Censor—Donald Wing.
us make the Prayer Band one of Tay
stop not then
Asst. Censor—Melvin Tinker.
lor's most beneficial student organ
But gaining still, press on!
Critic—John Shilling.
izations.
The officers for the present term,
Chaplain—Mr. Richardson.
—Reporter.
elected
last
December,
are
those
to
Treasurer—Harrison Wilcox.
whom the above promise is renewed.
Sergeant-at-Arms—M. Scharer.
Harold Beane: "Why do you beat
The names of these officers follow:
Reporter—H. M. Skinner.
time with your foot?"
President—Betty Krause.
The club was adjourned after prayer by our Chaplain.
Elmore Eicher: "There's music in
Vice Presiednt—Dorothy Churchill.
my soul."
Secretary—-Geneva Dixon.
—L. W. L.
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fying to admit, even to ourselves,
that we have broken a resolution.
But what does it mean if we make no
resolutions ? It means that we have
not even thought—seriously—of the
errors and mistakes we committed
during the past year. And if we do
not think of them, how can we expect
to refrain from them in the future?
Think of the business man. At the
beginning of each year he sees to it
that all his old debts are settled. But
that does not mean that he will not
contract any more debts during the
year. In twelve months he will have
another settlement to make. Then
why should we object to settling our
debts with ourselves, simply because
we will have to do it again. Every
day we do things that will have to be
done again within the short period
of twenty-four hours. Tonight we are
sorry for our mistakes and misdoings
of the day; and there is in our peti
tion for pardon a promise—expressed
or implied and all in good faith—that
tomorrow we will do better. Yet, to
morrow night we have a similar plea.
But do we break faith with God: Do
we cease to pray?
Then why not make resolutions on
New Year's Day?
—B. O'Riginal.
THE CORNER-CUTTER.
0, I'm a Corner-Cutter!
The surest think you know;
Where I am operating
No grass can ever grow.

IN DEFENSE OF.
Which is the more virtuous, to
make numerous New Year resolutions,
facing the the probability that we will
break them sooner or later; or to
make no resolutions, thereby reliev
ing ourselves of the responsibility of
living up to them?
All of us who "Resolve," on New
Year's Day, entertain good intentions
to stand by our resolution throughout
the year. Yes, it is even stronger
than good intentions; if we are really
conscientious and not merely follow
ing an old tradition, it is more often
a determination to prove to the world
that we do have some will-power,
knowing that unless we can master
ourselves we cannot hope to govern
others.
And we do prove that we still have
some will-power, but it doesn't take

I always cut the corner,
Square turns are all too slow;
long. The novelty of the situation Just see the paths I'm making
soon wears off; and by the morning They're found where'er I go.
of the 7th or 8th, Big Ben has lost
that musical twitter that he had on Some folks don't like my methods;
New Year's morning and we notice What care I what they say;
that he sounds just like he did last I'd like to know what matter—
year.
"Besides, I was up at the Nine seconds saved each day!
office late last night
and there's
exception to all rules anyway
," My time is worth but little,
and soon the exception becomes the This fact I must confess;
rule, and Big Ben must be throttled I do not care a sliver,
each morning at 6. Or better still, "I The grass is worth still less!
forgot to wind it last night."
This repetition each year of history Of course it costs good money,
of mankind, has prompted many peo And pains and labor too,
ple to abandon the custom of making To get the grass a-growing,
New Year's resolutions. They justi For me to tear right through.
fy themselves by the argument, "If
I make none I'll break none." Do To me it counts for nothing,
What matter anyway!
these people have the most desirable
Just see! By cutting corners—
attitude? Are they not extremists? Nine seconds saved each day!
We'll confess that it is all but grati
—H. T. Blodgett.
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j Rocky Mountain Conference, comj posed of the far western states, will
j debate the Japanese Exclusion Bill.

In Ohio, where citizens dream of in
land ocean ports, the State Debating
w
Conference will argue the Deep Sea
}
I Waterway measure; in the south,
{
| where child labor is an issue, the Urn
's •»*"——
—.i—.1—..—..—..—,.—versities of North Carolina and North
Carolina State debate the Child Labor
MILLIONS FOR BIGGER AND BET- A FACULTY OF UNDERGRAD- amendment, and in New York City,
TER COLLEGES.
UATES.
the College of the City of New York
Twenty-one Princeton undergrad- and New York University debate the
Modest little Trinity College, Dur- uates are conducting a school for light wine and beer amendment to
ham, North Carolina, may become the nearly 100 aliens of the town for the the Volstead Act.
' ,
,
, . . purpose of helping them obtain their
f
cultural center of the south and be U, *
GOING TO SCHOOL BY RADIO.

!

!

that section what Harvard and
a.o
are to the east, if it will consent to
take on the name of its benefactor,
James B. Duke, tobacco king and
owner of a large electric power cor,,
,
_ . .
T„
poration in the south. II Trinity
College does not desire to become
Duke University. Mr. Duks has set
aside $3,000,000 to immediately purchase a grant of land and initiate construction upon a brand new Duke Umversity.
James B. Duke has established a
trust fund of $40,000,000 to be used
for the benefit of Duke University,
Davidson College, Furmar, University
and Johnson C. Smith University of
North Carolina, and numerous churches, orphan asylums and hospitals.
Coincident with the Duke's endowment, comes the announcement by
George Eastman of Kodak fame, cf
a gift of $15 000,000 to be distributed
among four institutions: Umversny
°* ^ocbester> Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Hampton Institute,
and Tuskegee Institute. Mr. Eastman has already given over fifty
millions and announces that he has
disposed of the major part of his
holdings in the Kodak Company.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY HONORARY SOCIETY.
In the University of New York the
pen is fully as mighty as the pigskin,
and the chap who does not possess a
brawny pair of shoulders need not
pine away in obscurity. The Perstere et Praestare, a non-athletic honorary society, bestows honors upon
those who have done meritorious service in some non-athletic extra-Curriculum activity. Fifteen new members were recently admitted.

4o
in English,
when john or Mary wish to go
Civics, Economics and the sciences is conege( in 1930, the only expense enreported. The classes are held in tailed will be the purchase of a radio
the Dorothea House, a community seb. jf they wish to change colleges,
house built in
°f ^ daUgh" that can be accomplished by changter of Henry Van Dyke.
jng the wave length. Radio schools
, &
have already been established, acOXFORD VS. HAWAII.
cording to reports emanating from
An bitercollegnate debate between Germany, and the states of Georgia
tfae University of Hawaii
and 0x- and Kansas.
^orcj jg to (-ajje piace jn Honolulu some
BERLIN. A Radio university has
^.;me jn january- The Oxford debate recently been started in Berlin. Its
team has been debating in leading faculty is to be composed of the most
American colleges and will visit Ha- famous scholars in Germany. It is
wajj before proceeding to Australia, to be called Hans Bredow School in
island honor of State Secretary Dr. Bredow,
wbere they will engage the
who was very influential in spreadcontinent''3 best debaters.
jng radj0 throughout Germany, and
gUBJECTS CHOSEN FOR INTER- it has been formally opened in the
COLLEGIATE DEBATE.
presence of representatives of the
^
of
popular subjects for de_ German government, as well as
^ thjg geasorl) are thoge arjsing the University of Berlin and several
^
thg recent presidential
cam. high schools of high standing,
^ Thg proposed pQwer of Con.
Kansas State Agricultural College
supreme Court has established a radio college, which
tQ ovsrride the
,g ^ faVQrite question, having been will broadcast forty college extension
Mid-West Debate courses during the next eight months,
gejecte(j ^
e
Mercer University, Macon, GeorConference; composed of Beloit, Car^
Cornell, Hamline, Illinois Wes- gia, will offer a series of four college
Kalamazoo, Knox, Lawrence, courses. Pupils in the radio classesMonmouth,
Northwestern will be asked to send in their names,
Milton>
(college), Olivet, Ripon, Rockford, reports on home assignments, and
St. Olaf and Western State Normal, requests for additional courses.
Over a score of other colleges are to
debate on this same issue. "Resolved,
MARRIAGE IN COLLEGE.
that the formation of a third major
At Baylor College marriage is
political party will advance the cause penalized; it is facilitated at Wellesof representative government in the ley,* and tolerated at T. U. If stuUnited States" is the subject chosen dents marry at Baylor, the couple are
by the Eastern Inter-collegiate De- forced by a faculty decree to spend
bating League, wheih is composed of a year's honeymoon outside of the
Amherst, Brown, Columbia
Dart- college. At Wellesley they manage
mouth, Pennsylvania Wesleyan, Wil- things differently. The college gives
liams, Yale and Harvard, which has a course in love and marriage. The
recently been admitted in place of love-lorn and heart-broken student
Cornell.
receives first-aid
right on the campus,
Sectional location seems to influ- In Taylor University neither of these
A

large

enroumer,t

|
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Asst. Review Editor—Miss Dickson.
practices are present, but a happy
medium is maintained. While there
Music Critic—Miss Landon.
is no penalty for marriage, the Pres
Literary Critic—Mr. Beers.
ident emphasizes that they do not
Chaplain—Mr. Edie.
encourage such
conduct. That is,
Janitor—Mr. Jackson.
they believe that deep water vessels
Reporter—Mr. Gegan.
should not be launched in a creek.
This cabinet needs no encourage
*(That means little canoe rides
ment. They have all the qualities of
now and then are all right.—Ed.)
good leadership and the winter term
promises to be the best of the year
under their guidance. The cabinet of
(Continued from page 6)
day brought to millions upon untold the fall term joins with me in wish
millions of mortals, who by the mer ing the new cabinet the best of suc
—Ted Gegan.
its of the One born on that day are cess.
some day to change the mortal cloak
to become immortal? Let us on
Christmas set a new goal and live up
to that goal!
A New Year! With it come new
hopes and new problems. In these
promises let us be true to ourselves.
"But this above all,
To thine own self be true;
And it must follow as the night the
day,
Thou canst not be false to any man."
We have looked upon some of the
more noticeable results of the school
year Let us look at some of those
that are just a bit latent. Among the
various benefits to be derived from
three months at Taylor are the aes
thetic and intellectual interests ob
tained from the evenings spent with
the societies. There is still the ideal
to be reached in the societies, but
we are reaching steadily toward the
mark. Let us hope that each mis
take will raise the ideal of the society
still farther. Let us not be content
with reaching the goal. Set the goal
still higher!
"—a man's reach should exceed his
grasp,
Or what's a heaven for?"
—Browning.
The Thalonian Literary society was
fortunate in possessing the high
grade cabinet of officers of the fall
term. In electing the officers for the
winter.term, we are confident that the
same high mark has been attained.
We have chosen to honor the society
by electing the following officers:
President—Miss Beale.
Vice President—Mr. Ockenga.
Secretary—Miss Mattice.
Treasurer—Mr. Dunscombe.
Asst. Treasurer—Miss F. Thomas.
Censor—Mr. Lindell.
Asst. CSnsor—Miss Summers.
Review Editor—Mr. Clark.

(Continued from page 5)
er. I always feel safe when I stand
by the side of Christ and look with
His eyes through the Scriptures that
predicted His coming. I find out He
answers that description perfectly,
that the New Testament accords with
those prophecies, and you have to
turn those prophecies into myth and
legend if you accept the modernistic
teaching.
It is error to advocate the deity of
Christ by showing that He is divine
in a higher degree than the rest of us,
and that He is simply a God-filled
man. That is not the teaching of
Scripture. The critical position that
there is no real prophecy in the Old
Testament of a suffering Messiah, re
solving everything into Israel's suf
fering as a nation, is contrary to the
plain teaching of Scripture.
You
need only to thrust one little state
ment into that wind bag to let the
air all out. Take the fifty-third
chap
ter of Isaiah. If that does not mean
a person, it means nothing at all. And
yet the critics are referring to a suf
fering nation. This is where the
puncture takes place. Israel never
suffered for other nations, but al
ways for her own sin. God is contin
ually reproving them for their sins
They never stand out as God's suffer
ing Messiah, suffering for others.
Jesus had no sin to suffer for.
This is what I insist upon: That if
Christ is- not the final authoritative
Teacher of the race, we have no clear
light on the Old or the New Testa
ment. Everything hinges on that. I
take at its full face value the state
ment in Hebrews: "God, wno at sun
dry times and in divers manners
spake in time past unto the fathers
by the prophets, hath in these last,
days spoken unto us by His Son
whom He hath appointed heir of all
things, by whom also He made the

worlds; who being the brightness of
His glory, and the express image of
His person, and upholding all things
by the word of His power, when He
had by himself purged our sins, sat
down on the right hand of the Majes
ty on high." He is God's final
au
thoritative Teacher for the human
race and there is nothing beyond. If
His statements are not authoritative,
where are you going for authority.
So, as I tell my classes, take your
stand with Christ and accept what
He says about the Old Testament and
the New and you cannot go far wrong
Dr. Newton Clark is a fascinating
writer, but his work is full of subtle
poison, like his little book on the "Use
of Scripture," which I hold would be
better characterized as "the abuse of
Scriipture." He contends that Christ's
teaching can not be relied upon con
cerning His second coming, that the
entire sacrificial system of the Old
Testament must be swept off as hav
ing nothing in common with the
message of Jesus Christ.
The very first message that sound
ed out in the New Testament was:
"Behold the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sin of the world!" showing
a suffering Messiah and a divine
Substitute.
Think of a text book like that in
the courses of study for young min
isters! He holds, moreover, that
there is no certain, historical account
of the origin of things, thus resolving
the early chapters of Genesis into
myth and legend. Oh, it is appalling,
beloved, to think that so many of the
youth of our country in the formative
period of their lives are put through
such a course and subjected to such
influences as these. We cannot rely
upon such institutions. If this gen
eration is to be saved it must be done
by the smaller schools and colleges
that send out young men and women
on fire with the truth to change the
face of the world.
There is the question of Holiness.
It is conceded that there is a differ
ence of opinion on that, but as for the
method of attainment or obtainment,
suppose we agree to unite on the fun
damental fact that "without holiness
no man shall see the Lord."
All
views of fundamentalism agree that
"without holiness no man shall see
the Lord," but whether we should in
sist on the Wesleyan view or another
view, I hold that if we are going to
unite we have got to shake hands
with people who are fighting the great
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enemy of the Bible. It is not a ques man, he has been to school and has
tion now whether the Bible teaches grown and is much more competent
holiness or not, but whether we are to express himself when he writer A
going to have any Bible left to teach letter at that age is very much more
progressive than the one he wrote be
anything.
I feel that if we are going to have fore."
co-operation among the various con
I saw the point he was driving at
servative and denominational schools and I said, "Your illustration makes
we cannot afford to insist upon any inspiration a growth in knowledge.
specific point of view as to this ques Inspiration is not a growth in knowl
tion, but accept the Bible statement edge but a communication from God
to be holy men and women, and leave to man of something that he _ could
it to each man's conscience and his not find
out.
That professor is
waiting upon God and the searching building on his fundamental theory of
of the Scriptures to learn how we evolution. You can't compare the in
become holy. We all believe that spiration of the Bible to the growth
"without holiness no man shall see of a child."
the Lord." that God requirse holy men
The prophets were as inspired as
and women, but we cannot insist on the apostles, though revelation is
some particular method. I will shake progressive in the sense that it did
hands with any man who stands for not please God to reveal everything
the truth of holiness and says, "I can't to any one man or one generation in
see eye to eye with you as to the the course of that revelation. We
method of holiness." All right. Be must insist on the inspiration of the
as holy as you can. Let us fight the Scriptures, the deity of our Lord
enemy. He is denying the virgin Jesus Christ and the authoritative
birth. He is disputing the fact of character of His statements, includ
inspiration.
ing what He said about the early
Only last night on the train, I met chapters of Genesis, about Moses and
a group of men returning from a con the prophets and what His apostles
vention in the interest of
rural should teach; the virgin birth of
churches, held at Columbus, Ohio. I Christ which confirms His testimony
had an earnest conversation with one concerning His equality with God,
of them who is a pastor in Illinois. I and the apocalyptic Scriptures that
got his point of view very clearly. For tell us about things to come. If we
an illustration, the subject of the in cannot agree on these things, we can
spiration of the Bible came up. He not agree on anything that is worth
said, "Inspiration? Every man is in while, and we might just as well stop
spired. At certain times he feels in where we are.
spired above what he is ordinarily."
So, friends, it is for us to say
I said, "Certainly, any man under
whether we shall agree on the essen
the influence of the iHoly Spirit will
tials, whether we are willing to com
feel that way, but that is a very dif
bine to make ourselves felt as the
ferent thing from
communicating
smaller colleges should be felt in this
truth that only God can communicate.
country. The small colleges furnish
And the doctrine of divine inspiration
the largest number of men who are
requires you to believe that God in
engaged in the actviities of the coun
spired holy men of old to speak the
try and who are bringing things to
words of God."
pass. You cannot read history and
God has to reveal Himself or He deny that fact. The work of the
will never be known.
Inspiration world is largely done by the men and
means that we have a revelation that women who have come out of the
tells us what God is, and He has com smaller colleges. So many of the
municated truth that men cannot find larger colleges are stripping men of
out by their reason or any process of those vital elements that fit them to
civilization.
battle for God and humanity, that
He said, "One of our teachers gave those who come out of these schools
us this illustration," and I was glad are worth practically nothing so far
to get so directly what is going on.
as vital achievement for God and His
"It is just like a boy about eight or cause is concerned.
ten years old, writing a letter, and he
writes up to the measure of his in
A serious shortage of people with
fantile capacity. He is very limited nothing to say is reported.—Edwardsin his expressions. Later, as a young ville Intelligencer.

BLUMENTHAL
& Company
The Best Place to shop after all

"Marion's Greatest Style Center"
Quality Merchandise Only

MARION

-

-

INDIANA

IN MARION

LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
AND MILLINERY
IJ

CUT PRICES
ON DRY GOODS. SHOES
RUBBERS AND
GENTS FURNISHINGS

P. R. McREYNOLDS
Cut Price Store

Upland, Indt

DINE AT KEEVER'S CAFE
With Steam Table service. Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c

BERT BALSLEY

j

GROCERIES and XMAS
SPECIALTIES
Upland, Ind.

Phond 23

j

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
BASKET BALL.
EUREKA VS. EULOGONIAN.
The most thrilling game of basket
ball played thus far in this season
was played between the Eureka and
Eulogonian debating clubs on the ev
ening of Dec. 12.
Mr. Leiber, of
Hartford City, refereed the game and
did his part to make it a fast one.
There was an especially high tension
on both teams as this game was the
one to decide the club championship
of this season. The Eulogonians won
the first game and the Eurekas the
second.
From the first whistle as the game
started the ball was kept warm from
being handled so fast. The Eulo
gonians started out by taking the
lead but did not hold it very long for
the Eurekas dropped the pill through
the net a little oftener than the Eulogs. Soon again the Eulogs assumed
the lead but the Eurekans took a
spurt and led out again with quite a
start. They held this long lead till
within the last three minutes of the
game, when the Eulogonians set the
stands wild with a cyclone come
back. The score instead of being
19-27 was 25-27 when the final gun
went off. Both teams deserve much
credit for their high class sports
manship in playing the game square.
The line-up:
Eureka.
Player.
Position.
Score
Rupp
R. F.
17
Shultz
L. F.
8
Ayres
C.
Boyll
L. G.
Kardotski
R. G.
2
Total
27
Eulogonian.
Shilling
R. F.
14
Reed
L. F.
5
Kinnamon
C.
5
Wing
L. G.
1
Eicher
R. G.
Total
25
Scharer substituted for Eicher.
The teacher who was giving the

ATKINS PRODUCTS
COMPANY
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WE WILL ALLOW A

Special Discount
to all Taylor U. Students on

ICE CREAM, MILK, CREAM,

LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
MEN S FURNISHINGS
SHOES AND DRY GOODS

BUTTER, BUTTERMILK

"See Us First"

AND BY-PRODUCTS

Marion

=

Indiana

FRANK R. PETERS
DENTIST
Successor to W. D. Place
201 E. Main St., Hartford City

Raiph C Cottrell
Glasses Scientifically Fitted
SPECIAL RATES TO

Charles S. Clark, D. D. S.
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
I. O. O. F. Bldg.
Phone 115
Hartford City Indiana

STUDENTS
421-422 Marion National Bank
Phone 246

Marion, Ind.

W E I L E R'S
Hartford City's Store Ahead
The Home of
MICHAEL STERN'S VALUE FIRST CLOTHING, MANHATTAN
SHIRTS, YOUNG BROTHER'S HATS,
INTERWOVEN SOCKS,
COLUMBIA KNIT SWEATERS.
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO

AT
MARION
For years and years the
manufacturer of

CLASS JEWELRY

Optometrists & Eye Specialists
For Spectacles and Eye Glasses
When you get 'em of Dr. Farris
they are 0. K.
122 E. Fourth S.

MARION

Upland, Indiana
CAPITAL $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER, President
E. L. BRAGG. Cashier

FOR DELICIOUSCAKES, BREAD AND
PASTRIES
TRY THE

Upland Bakery

Orders given prompt service
PHONE 382
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
different Article.
You talk of the Future; she chang
es the Subject for the Present time.
You kiss her, and she favors the
Masculine. Her father is Present and
things become Tense and you are a
Past Participle after the Active Voice
is over.—Ex.

You Are Invited
TO SHOP AT THE

BOSTON STORE

L. Naden. "What is a ten-sided fig
ure."
Boyll: "A dead parrot."

MARION. INDIANA
A "Complete" Department Store

Naden: "A what?"
Boyll: "I mean a poly-gon (e)."
"Wot yo' doin' chile?"
"Nothin' mammy."
"My, but yo' is gettin'
father."

like

yo'

Grant Trust & Savings Co.
"THE BANK OF THE PEOPLE"

Marion, Indiana

Purdy: "When Carmen sings, he
reminds me of a drunken man trying
to get in early in the morning. He
can't seem to locate the key."
"I don't like your heart action," said
the medical examiner, "You've had
some trouble with Agina Pectoris."
"You're partly right, doctor," said
the applicant sheepishly, "only that's
not her name."
"My goodness! What on earth has
that jeweler been playing at with this
ring?"

Sporting Goods
Physicians' Supplies

Toilet Sundries
Stationery
PIONEER DRUG STORE
The

Upland,
Kodaks
Books

Stare

Indiana
Paints
Wall Paper

Taylor University
"The College that Cares for the Soul"

A Liberal Arts College surrounded by superb departments
in the Fine Arts.
Conforms to standard college requirements. Courses ac
credited by Indiana State Board. Its graduates take
good rank everywhere.
A favorite place for teachers and preachers to get their
training.
Offers master of arts course in theology major, recognized
for graduate credit in some large seminaries.
Average annual enrollment, 300. Average teaching staff,
24. New equipment providing for 500 enrollment
next school year.
Teaching staff and enrollment so balanced as to assure
helpfull contact between teacher and student, and
standards of thoroughness.
An atmosphere of moral earnestness, supporting and pro
moting the faith of historic Christianity.
For catalogue, address Taylor University, Upland, Ind.

